"I feel more inspired than ever, and think that I will finally achieve what I have long been wishing for: a balance of work
and privacy - a harmony." Kylie Minogue
"My cancer scare changed my life. I'm grateful for every new, healthy day I have. It has helped me prioritize my life."
Olivia Newton-John
"The most important thing in illness is never to lose heart." Nikolai Lenin
"Time is shortening. But every day that I challenge this cancer and survive is a victory for me." Ingrid Bergman
""If children have the ability to ignore all odds and percentages, then maybe we can all learn from them. When you think
about it, what other choice is there but to hope? We have two options, medically and emotionally: give up, or fight like
hell." Lance Armstrong
"Attitude is a little thing that makes a big difference." Winston Churchill
"If you're going through hell, keep going." Winston Churchill
"You gain strength, courage and confidence by every experience in which you really stop to look fear in the face."
Eleanor Roosevelt
"An individual doesn't get cancer, a family does." Terry Tempest Williams
"The goal is to live a full, productive life even with all that ambiguity. No matter what happens, whether the cancer
never flares up again or whether you die, the important thing is that the days that you have had you will have lived."
Gilda Radner
"The only courage that matters is the kind that gets you from one moment to the next." Mignon McLaughlin
"During chemo, you're more tired than you've ever been. It's like a cloud passing over the sun, and suddenly you're out.
You don't know how you'll answer the door when your groceries are delivered. But you also find that you're stronger
than you've ever been. You're clear. Your mortality is at optimal distance, not up so close that it obscures everything
else, but close enough to give you depth perception. Previously, it has taken you weeks, months, or years to discover the
meaning of an experience. Now it's instantaneous." Melissa Bank
"Cancer is not a death sentence, but rather it is a life sentence; it pushes one to live." Marcia Smith
"Getting cancer can become the beginning of living. The search for one's own being, the discovery of the life one needs
to live, can be one of the strongest weapons against disease." Lawrence Leshan

